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CM flags off Know your Sanctuaries Minister Letpao inspects Chingkhei
and Wetlands Campaign
Ching water treatment plant
IT News
Imphal, Jan 31:

IT News
Imphal, Jan 31:

Chief Minister N. Biren
Singh flagged off a month long
“Know Your Sanctuaries and
Wetlands” media campaign at
Manipur Press Club, Imphal
today. The campaign was organized by All Manipur Working Journalists’ Union
(AMWJU) under the sponsorship of Department of Forest
and Directorate of Environment and Climate Change.
The campaign started with
22 journalists including four
women and two members of
Manipur Mountaineering &
Trekking Association heading
for Bunning, Zeliad Wildlife
Sanctuary, Jiri Makru,
Tamenglong District for a four
days trip. The team will also
observe World Wetland Day
on 2nd February at Zeliad Lake.
Addressing the media persons during the flag off
programme, N. Biren said that
organizing such media campaign was very important as
media could play a crucial role
in providing awareness to the
public about the importance of
preserving our wildlife sanctuaries and wetlands. Expressing
sadness on the deteriorating
conditions of the State’s Reserve forest, National Parks,
Sanctuaries and Wetlands, he
stressed on the need of selfless joint efforts on the part of
all stakeholders to protect the
human race from the harmful
effects of climate change.
The Chief Minister further
claimed that insincerity on the
part of concerned officials by
providing patta in wetland and
forest areas and their short vi-

Water Resources (WR)
Minister, Letpao Haokip inspected the Chingkhei Ching
Water Treatment Plant at
Yaralpat, Tinseed Road today
morning.
The source of the water
supply at this plant will be
from the Thoubal Multipurpose Project, and pipe works
leading upto this plant is currently undergoing and is on
the verge of completion. The
construction of the treatment
plant, which is taken up under
the PHED, is also going
smoothly.
During the inspection visit,
minister Letpao said that the
water from the Thoubal Dam
will be treated at this plant, and
will supply water to various
areas of Imphal valley. Experts
from outside have also been

sions were among the factors of
worsening condition of the
State’s environment. Mentioning
about large scale deforestation
at Mount Koubru, he also urged
the Forest Department officials
to carry out a spot visit and take
up necessary steps with strict
rules to save the forest areas.
Speaking on the occasion,
Forest, Environment and Climate Change Minister
Awangbow Newmai said that
the media campaign was not
just important for providing information to the public but also
helpful in Government’s planning for taking up developmental projects. He added that the
State Government had much
concern on the protection of
forest and wildlife under the
supervision of Chief Minister
N. Biren Singh. Maintaining
that the State had shown considerable improvement in all

aspects, he also sought support and coordination from media persons in taking the State
towards further development.
During the programme,
Chairman, Manipur State Pollution Control Board Shri L.
Radhakishore handed over
tracksuits, caps, face masks and
hand sanitizers to AMWJU
President
Shri
Bijoy
Kakchingtabam for distribution
to journalists taking part in the
media campaign. The items were
provided by Manipur Pollution
Control Board under Swachhta
Action Plan Scheme 2020-21.
During the month of February, the campaign will cover
other different places of the
State including Ithai Pat, Loktak
Pat, Keibul Lamjao National
Park and Thinungei Bird Sanctuary in Bishnupur District;
Lokchao Wildlife Sanctuary in
Tengnoupal District; Usoipokpi

Pat, Waithou Pat, Utra Pat, Lousi
Pat, Khoidum Pat, Kharam Pat
and Ikop Pat in Thoubal District; Khayang Pat, Kachopung
Pat in Kamjong District; Siroi
National Park in Ukhrul District;
Khamlang Pat, Yaral Pat, Poirou
Pat, Heingang Pat in Imphal
East; Zaimeng Lake in
Kangpokpi District and Kailam
Wildlife Sanctuary in Pherzawl
District.
President, Editors’ Guild
Manipur
Khogendra
Khomdram, Officials of Forest
Department, Environment and
Climate Change Department
and senior Journalists of the
State also attended the
programme among others.
Later, the Chief Minister
along with Forest, Environment
and Climate Change Minister
and Chairman, Manipur Pollution Control Board inspected
the condition of Nambul river.

Self Sustainable Fish Product A Priority: Fishery Minister
IT News
Imphal, Jan 31:
Fishery Minister Shri S.
Rajen Singh has said that the
state government is focussing
to increase the net production
of fish in the state. He was
speaking to media during an
inspection visit at different
locations of fish farms in
Imphal West today.
Shri Rajen said that the
government especially the
fishery department is focussing for the production of sustainable fish products for the

state. Fish, being the common
food item of the state is preferred by all. Action plans
have been chalked out in this
regard. Minister said that
there is a need for up gradation of the government maintained fish farms in the state
at present.
He maintained that under
the blue revolution scheme of
the government selected beneficiaries have been trained
and first instalment has been
sanctioned. In order to know
whether the beneficiaries are
utilising the government fund

in the right direction, the
inspectional tour is being conducted, he added.
Minister informed that
more than Rupees four crore
is spent annually to purchase
fish products from outside the
state. This expenditure can be
saved if we promote our fish
farmers and produce more and
more fish products.
Shri Rajen said that unemployed and interested persons
can approach the department
for pisciculture activities for
which fishery department is
always ready to help. Biofloc

method of fish farming will be
provided for interested farmers especially in hill districts
where there is limited scope
for digging of ponds. This
will not only generate their
income but also reduce unemployment problem in the state,
he added.
He also said that regular
inspection visit will be conducted at the respective sites
with the officials. Director of
Fishery, Shri L. Gojendo Singh,
officials of fishery department
and others were also present
during the visit.

roped in to carry out the technical part of the task, he added.
In the inspection visit, the
minister was accompanied by

the Engineer-in-Chief of
WRD, G Robindro Sharma and
other top engineers of the department.

NSUC supports KAJAC bandh on NHs
IT Correspondent
Chandel, Jan 31:
The Naga Student Union
Chandel (NSUC) has endorse
the bandh called by
Konsakhul Area Joint Action
Committee (KAJAC) with effect from the midnight of January 31, 2021 “along the national and the state highways
in Manipur including all the
national projects in Naga ar-

eas” in the State.
In a press statement issued
by the KAJAC said, “In response to the Government of
Manipur’s arrogance and indifferent attitude towards the
hill people by suppressing the
rights of the traditional landowner and grabbing tribal
land forcefully for construction of the proposed National
Sports University (NSU) complex, Manipur.

The NSUC expressed
strong condemnation to the
alleged use of sophisticated
weapons against the so called
“peaceful” protesters taken up
by the KAJAC. The said indefinite bandh has been exempted from essential services
including medical emergency,
fire brigade, media, power,
water supply and telecommunication from the purview of
the indefinite band.

In Mann Ki Baat programme, PM says, world will benefit
in field of medicines and vaccines from self-reliant India
Agency
New Delhi, Jan 31:
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi said that the Made in India vaccine is a symbol of
India’s self-reliance and selfpride. The Prime Minister said
he gets messages praising India from Presidents and Prime
Ministers from different countries of the world. Mr Modi recalled the recent tweet of Brazil
President thanking India.
Modi stated that India is
able to serve the world today,
since it is capable and self-reliant in the field of medicines and
vaccines. He said the same
thought
underpins
the
Atmanirbhar Bharat Campaign.

He added that the world will
benefit more with India becoming more and more capable.
The Prime Minister said the
beginning of this year marks the
completion of almost one year
of India’s battle against Corona.
He said it was a joyful time as
many festivals like Lohri, Makar
Sankranti, Pongal and Bihu were
celebrated in different parts of
the country. On 23rd January,
the birth anniversary of Netaji
Subhash Chandra Bose was
observed as Parakram Diwas and
the nation also watched the
grand Republic Day Parade on
the 26th of January. The Budget
Session has also begun following the Address to the joint session by the President. The Padma

Awards were also announced.
He added that the tradition of
conferring the Padma honour on
unsung heroes that was started
a few years ago has been maintained this time as well. He urged
everyone to know more about
these people and their contribution and be inspired.
Modi touched upon another
comment made on Namo App.
Jai Ram Viplava, a resident of
Munger has written about the
Tarapur Martyr day. On 15th of
February 1932, the Britishers
had mercilessly killed several of
a group of brave young patriots for raising ‘Vande
Mataram’ slogan and ‘Bharat
Mata Ki Jai’.
contd on page 4

Third coronavirus vaccine in India? Three-day polio vaccination drive begins on Sunday
IT Correspondent
Pune, Jan 31:
Serum Institute
of
India(SII)
CEO
Adar
Poonawalla on Saturday said
that the company is hopeful
of launching Novavax’s
coronavirus
vaccine
“Covovax”, which is stated to
be 89 per cent effective in Europe, by June this year.
The development comes a
day after the Pune-based
pharma giant sought the
Drugs Controller General of
India’s (DCGI) permission to
carry out a small domestic trial
of the vaccine, which the SII
is developing in partnership

with American vaccine developer “Novavax”.
It was found to be 89.3%
effective in a UK phase-III
trial. If approved, “Novavax”
could be India’s third COVID19 vaccine. SII has partnered
with the US-based biotech
company to manufacture one
billion doses of the vaccine in
2021.
Poonawalla said that the
Serum Institute’s tie-up with
“Novavax” has published ‘excellent efficacy results’. “Our
partnership for a COVID-19
vaccine with @Novavax has
also published excellent efficacy results. We have also
applied to start trials in India.

Hope to launch #COVOVAX
by June 2021!” the SII chief
tweeted.
At
present
SII’s
“Covishield”, and Bharat
Biotech’s
indigenous
“Covaxin” are the only two
vaccines against coronavirus
in India. SII has manufactured
“Covishield” vaccine in collaboration with Oxford University and AstraZeneca. While
“Covaxin” has been developed by Indian Council of
Medical Research (ICMR)
and National Institute of Virology ( NIV) and is being manufactured by Hyderabad based
Bharat Biotech.
Till last week, around 16

lakh people were inoculated in
India ever since the vaccination drive was launched in the
country on 16 January 2021,
the Union Health Ministry
said. Both Covishield and
Covaxin are being administered as part of the country’s
mass inoculation drive.
Vaccination of frontline
workers from Monday
In the meanwhile Union
Health Secretary Rajesh
Bhushan, reviewed the status
of vaccination with Health
Secretaries and NHM MDs of
States and UTs, through a
video conference (VC) on Saturday. The vaccination of the
frontline workers shall com-

mence from the first week of
February 2021. The State/UT
health authorities were advised to undertake the necessary planning for ensuring
smooth implementation of this
phase.
While some States and
UTs have more than 50% coverage, they were advised to
improve the percentage coverage of vaccinated beneficiaries since most of the States
and UTs are required to improve their performance on
this parameter. The Health
Secretary pointed out that
COVID19 vaccine is available
in sufficient quantity and technical glitches on CoWIN have

now been resolved.
He pointed out that a provisional digital vaccination
certificate after the first dose
and final certificate after completing the second dose is required to be issued and the
States/UTs should take the
necessary steps to ensure that
the vaccination certificates are
issued to all vaccinated beneficiaries before they exit the
session. He reiterated that validation of eligibility and verification of identity of a beneficiary is of utmost importance
to ensure that only genuine
and duly authenticated beneficiaries are vaccinated as per
the priority group identified.

In order to create Immutable
Vaccination Event Records
(IVER), it is essential that a
reliable authentication of beneficiaries is done.
Besides, “Aadhar” based
authentication must be the
preferred mode of verification
of beneficiaries prior to the
vaccination. The “CoWIN”
software interface provides for
authentication of beneficiaries
through use of “Aadhar”. As
such the vaccinators should
be sensitized to do proper authentication of beneficiaries.
Besides the compliance
should be strictly monitored
at District and State Task
Force meetings.
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Core Structure of National Education Policy 2020

INTRODUCTION:The new NEP, 2020 had announced on wednesday, 29 July
2020 by GOI. Exactly, it had introduced by Prakash Javadekar, Union
Minister for Information and Broadcasting and Ramesh Pokhriyal
Nishank, Minister of HRD. Before
that, PM Narendra Modi had reviewed the NEP 2020 on May 1. The
draft was prepared by an expert
panel led by former ISRO Chief K
Kasturirangan. The NEP 2020 aims
to make INDIA a global knoowledge
superpower. It was a long awaited
decision to reform the National Education Policy which was framed in
1986 and modified in 1992. The new
education policy is framed to make
it suitable to current educational,
economical and societal changes.
HISTORY OF NEP:The first National Education
Policy was introduced by Rajiv
Gandhi led government in 1986. The
policy emphasized the removal of
disparities and to equalise educational oppurtunities, especially for
Indian women, Scheduled Tribes
and Scheduled Caste communities.
To improve across the primary
school across the country, NPE
called for a “child-centered approach” in primary education and
launched “Operation Blackboard”.
The policy also called for the creation of the “rural university” model
to promote economic and social development at rural India.
The 1986 National Education
Policy was again modified in 1992

by the government led by P. V.
Narsimha Rao. It was formulated by
consulting teachers, parents, students, scholars, lawyers, journalists, etc. It also emphasised on
women education.
FEATURES OF NEP 2020:This is the first education policy
of the 21st century and replaces the
34 year old National Policy on Education, 1986. The new policy aims
for universalisation of education
from pre-school to secondary level
with 100% Gross Enrolment Ratio
in school education by 2030 and
aims to raise Gross Enrolment Ratio in higher education to 50% by
2025. The National Education
Policy 2020 will bring back two
crore out-of-school children into
the main stream. The 10+2 of school
curricula is to be replaced by a
5+3+3+4 curricular structure corresponding to ages 3-8, 8-11, 11-14
and 14-18 years respectrively.It will
include 12 years of schooling and 3
years of Anganwadi and preschooling. NCERT will develop a
National Curricular and Pedagogical Framework for chiuldren up to
the age of 8. NEP 2020 calls for setting up of National Mission on
Foundational Literacy and
Numeracy by the Education Ministry. States will prepare implementation plan for attaining universal
foundational literacy and numeracy
in all primary schools for all learners by grade 3 by 2025.
A National Book Promotion
Policy is to be formulated. All students will take school examinations
in Grades 3, 5, and 8 which will be
conducted by the appropriate authority. Board exams for Grades 10
and 12 will continue but redesigned
with holistic development as the
aim. A new National Assesment
Centre, PARAKH- Performance Assessment, Review, and Analysis of
Knowledge for Holistic Development, will be set up as a standardsetting body. National Education
Policy 2020 emphasises on setting
up of Gender Inclusion Fund and
also Special Education Zones for
disadvantaged regions and groups.
Every state/district will be encouraged to establish ‘Bal Bhavans’ as

Sunday Poetry

BRIDGE

By: Parthajit Borah
Let me pass out the
bridge where waiting my father.
Flickering smile of his face
brings me back to my childhood,
Where I everyday win his smile.
Let me assist to oversee the blue river
where I passed my childhood tokens.
Changing time chased my unconditional
longings once again.
I know how I have aloofed myself
from my father,
waiting beyond the bridge.
Relentless effort gets tired as I unreach my father.
Let me touch the bridge where I left
my imprints.
I owe over the weary night
I must reach my father before the eventide.
Letters, Feedback and Suggestions to ‘Imphal Times’
can be sent to our e-mail : imphaltimes@gmail.com. For advertisement
kindy contact: - 0385-3590330 (O). For time being readers can reach
the office at Cell Phone No. 9862860745 for any purpose.

By : Mohammed Irfan Gufran
a special daytime boarding school, tablished for granting graded auto participate in art-related, career- tonomy to colleges. A new and
related, and play-related activities. comprehensive National CurricuFree school infrastructure can be lum Framework for Teacher Educaused as Samajik Chetna Kendras. A tion, NCFTE 2021, will be formulated
common National Professional by the NCTE in consultation with
Standards for Teachers will be de- NCERT. By 2030, the minimum developed by National Council for gree qualification for teaching will
Teacher Education by 2022, in con- be a 4 year integrated B.Ed. degree.
sultation with NCERT, SCERTs, The stringent action will be taken
teachers and expert organisations against substandard standalone
from across levels and regions. teacher education Institutions. A
States/UTs will set up independent National Mission for Mentoring will
State School Standards Authority. be established, with a large pool of
The SCERT will develop a School outstanding senior/retired faculty
Quality Assessment and Accredi- who would be willing to provide
tation Framework through consul- short and long-term mentoring/protations with all stakeholders.
fessional support to university/colThe National Education Policy lege teachers. The National Schol2020 aims to increase the Gross En- arship Portal will be expanded to
rolment Ratio in higher education track the progress of students reincluding vocational education ceiving scholarships. The private
from 26.3% in 2018 to 50% by 2035 HEIs will be encouraged to offer
and aims to higher education insti- larger numbers of free ships and
tutions. The policy envisages scholarships to their students. The
broad-based, multi-disciplinary, ho- measures such as online courses
listic undergraduate education with and digital repositories, funding for
flexible curricula, creative combina- research, improved student sertions of subjects, integration of vo- vices, credit-based recognition of
cational education and multiple en- MOOCs, etc., will be taken to entry and exit points with appropriate sure distance learning is at par with
certification. An academic Bank of the highest quality in-class proCredit is to be established for digi- grams.
tally storing academic credits earned
A comprehensive set of recomfrom different HEIs so that these can mendations for promoting online
be transferred and counted towards education consequent to the refinal degree earned. The cent rise in epidemics and
Multidisciplinary Education and pandemics in order to ensure preResearch Universities, at par with paredness with alternative modes
IITs, IIMs, to be set up as models of of quality education whenever and
best multidisciplinary education of wherever traditional modes of eduglobal standards in the country. The cation are not possible, has been
National Research Foundation will covered. A dedicated unit for the
be created as an apex body for fos- purpose of orchestrating the buildtering a strong research culture and ing of digital infrastructure, digibuilding research capacity across tal content and capacity building
higher education. The Higher Edu- will be created in the HRD miniscation Commission of India will be try to look after the e-education
set up as a single overarching um- needs of both school and higher
brella body for entire higher educa- education. An autonomous body,
tion, excluding medical and legal the National Educational Technoleducation. The public and private ogy Forum, will be created to prohigher education institutions will be vide a platform for the free exgoverned by the same set of norms change of ideas on the use of techfor regulation, accreditation and nology to enhance learning, asacademic standards.
sessment, planning, administraThe affiliations of colleges is to tion. The NEP recommends setting
be phased out in 15 years and a an Indian Institute of Translation
stage-wise mechanism is to be es- and Interpretation, National Insti-

tute (or Institutes) for Pali, Persian
and Prakrit, strengthening of Sanskrit and all language departments
in HEIs, and use mother tongue/
local language as a medium of instruction in more HEI programmes.
The internalisation of education
will be facilitated through both institutional collaborations, and student and faculty mobility and allowing entry of top world ranked
universities to open world ranked
universities to open campuses in
India. Standalone technical universities, health science universities,
legal and agricultural universities
etc will aim to become
mutidisciplinary institutions. The
policy aims to achieve 100% youth
and adult literacy. The Centre and
the States will work together to increase the public investment in
Education sector to reach 6% of
GDP at the earliest.
SIGNIFICANCE OF NEP 2020:
In adopting a 5+3+3+4 model for
school education starting at age 3,
the policy recognises the primacy
of the formative years from ages 3 to
8 in shaping the child’s future. Another key aspect of school education
in the new policy is the breaking of
the strict division of arts, commerce
and science streams in high school.
This can lay the foundation for a
multi-disciplinary approach in high
education. Another laudable aspect
of the scheme is the introduction of
vocational courses with an internship. This may nudge the vulnerable
sections of society to send their children to school. Also, it would help in
realisation of the goal of Skill India
Mission. The NEP proposes the extension of the Right to Education
(RTE) to all children up to the age of
18. Further, the policy seeks to leverage the huge potential of online pedagogy and learning methodologies for
increasing gross enrolment in higher
education.
According to the policy, in spite
of periodic inspection, transparency, maintaining quality standards
and a favourable public perception
will become a 24*7 pursuit for the
institutions, leading to all-round improvement in their standard. The
policy also seeks to establish a su-

per-regulator for education which
will be responsible for standardssetting, funding, accreditation and
regulation of higher education India. The document states universities from among the top 100 in the
world will be able to set up campuses in India. This will lead to an
infusion of international perspective and innovation, which will
make the Indian educatiuon system
more efficient and competitive.
Most crucially, NEP, once and for
all, buries the strident Hindi versus
English language debate; instead,
it emphasises on making mother
tongue, local language or the regional language the medium of instruction at least till Grade 5, which
is considered the best medium of
teaching.
There is a persistent mismatch
between the knowledge & skills imparted and the jobs available. This
has been one of the main challenges
that have affected the Indian education system since Independence.
The NEP 2020 failed to check this,
as it is silent on education related
to emerging technological fields like
artificial intelligence, cyberspace,
nanotech, etc. An ambitious target
of public spending at 6% of GDP
has been set. Mobilising financial
resources will be a big challenge,
given the low tax-to-GDP ratio and
completing claims on the national
exchequer of healthcare, national
security and other key sectors.
CONCLUSION:
The reform of NEP was a long
awaited decision. It has filled the
students, teachers and parents
with new hope and encouragement.
It is a good policy as it aims at
making the education system holistic, flexible, multi-disciplinary,
aligned to the needs of the 21st
century and the 2030 sustainable
development goals. We all hope
that it will be implemented as it
promised and India wil rise as a
knowledge superpower in the
coming years. The intent of policy
seems to be ideal in many ways
but it is the implementation where
lies the key to success.
SLOGAN: “Education makes a
door to bright future”

India’s Healthcare Policy: Beyond Pandemics
By: Abinash Das
Accessibility, afford ability
and accou nta b ilit y of t he
healthcare system of India are essential for better health and well
being of its people.Health directly affects domestic economic
growth by improving labour productivity and reducing economic
burden of illnesses. Barro (1996)
found that increasing life expectancy from 50 to 70 years (a 40 per
cent increase) could raise the
economic growth rate by 1.4 percentage points per year.
India’s hea lthcare system,
t hou g h ha s s how n som e im provement, is marred with poor
health outcomes; low access and
utilization; high out-of-pocket
health expenditure; inequity in
availability of healthcare; lower
budget allocation for healthcare;
low human resource for health;
unregulated private enterprise in
an industry marked by high level
of market failure; and poor quality of health care (Ch. 5, Economic Survey, 2020-21). Both the
supply and demand side factors
of healthcare needs urgent attention.
The supply side of the health
sector in terms of physical infrastructure and human resource
needs to be scaled up significantly. The National Health mission (NHM) has played a critical
role in mit igating inequity in

healthcare access, therefore, its
budget needs to be increased
substantially. NHM coupled with
H e alth and We llnes s C entr e
( H W C ) u nd e r the Ayu s hm an
Bharat can bridge the gap of unequal healthcare access. Crosscountry data from global health
expenditure shows that at low
levels of public health expenditure; an increase in public health
expenditure sharply reduces the
Out-Of-Pocket (OOP) expenditure
as a share of total health expenditure. It is estimated that an increase in public health expenditure from the current levels in India to 3% of GDP can reduce the
OOP expenditure from above 60%
currently to about 30%.
Majority of healthcare in India is provided by the private
sector, as such, it is critical for
policy makers to mitigate information asymmetry in healthcare.
Asymmetric information creates
market failures leaving the unregulated private healthcare sect or at s u b - op tim al le vel.
Therefore,information utilities
that help mitigate the information
asymmetry can be very useful in
enhancing overall welfare. Addressing this information asymm et ry
can
help
low e r
premiums,enable the offering of
better products and help increase
the insurance penetration in the

country.
The im pr es sive g rowt h of
telemedicine in India during the
p and em ic is e vident as t he
Sanjeevani OPD (a patient-todoctor tele-consultation system)
has recorded almost a million
consultations since its launch in
April 2020. As telemedicine consu lta tions cor relat es strong ly
with the inter netpenetration in a
state,more in ternet access will
increase usage of telemedicine
and reduce geographic disparities in healthcare utilization.
The COVID-19 pandemic is
yet another reminder of havoc
that communicable diseases can
cr eate,butther is kpos ed bynoncommunicable diseases (NCDs)
cannot be under mined either.
The NCDs constitute 71 per cent
of global deaths and about 65
per cent of deaths in India are
caused by non-communicable
diseases (NCDs). NCDs, though
partially, is related to lifestyle
choices that can be controlled by
encou r aging pe ople to adop t
he alt h
life s tyle
throug h
behaviour alnudges.
The future of health care lies
inou r ability
to
pr ovide
accesstoqualityhealthcaretoall.India’s
healthcare policy must continue
to focus on long-term healthcare
priorities despite the setb ack
from the pandemic. Both demand

and supply side constraints in
the health care sector need to be
addressed. Firstly, effective handling of communicable disease
by building adequately trained
he alt h em er g enc y re s pons e
teams and setting up dedicated
control rooms at district level.
Secondly, controlling rising NCD
pr evalence in Ind ia, par tially
through awareness campaigns on
he alt hy lifes t yle . Thir dly,
s t re ngthening the p r im ar y
he althcare fac ilities w ith adeq ua te hum an r es our ce and
equipment. Fourthly, providing
universal health coverage and
ex te nsive
p r om ot ion
and
utilisation of Ayushman Bharat’s
PMJAY and health and wellness
centres. Sixthly, a standardised
system for quality reporting on
healthcare for hospitals, physicians and insurance companies
is a must to benchmark such services. Last but not the least, to
root out ‘quacks’ from the syste m and tackle informa tion a
symmetry in the health care sector, regulation and supervision of
the health care sector need to
brought in with more vigour, such
as an independent sectoral regula tor (C h. 5, Economic S u r vey,2020-21).
The author is Joint Director ,
Dept of Economic Affairs, Ministry of Finance.
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Morerecovers
State News
Inspector General of Assam Rifles (South) felicitates local
Assam Rifles
illegal brown
students on successful selection to National Defence Academy
sugar and betelnuts in Kakching
IT News
Imphal, Jan 31:
Major General Alok Naresh,
Inspector General Assam Rifles
(South) felicitated three local
students of Thoubal District
who successfully cleared the
entrance examination and interview for the prestigious National Defence Academy.
The successful candidates
were selected and trained under the guidance of Thoubal
Battalion of Assam Rifles over
the past few months leading up

to their final selection for the
145 Course of NDA.
The dream of Manipuri
youth of join the Armed Forces
and serve the nation is being
ably supported by IGAR
(South) proactively in a
planned and sustained manner. The Assam Rifles Battalions under the aegis of IGAR
(South) have been regularly
conducting Career Guidance
programs on joining Armed
Forces and Assam Rifles to
motivate the local youth.
This is being followed up

by identification and selection
of suitable local youth who are
trained and guided for various
examinations through provision of study material and
physical training exercises.
Post selection in the entrance exams, guidance for the
final SSB interviews is provided by officers of local
AssamRifles Battalions. The
successful candidates are A
Naoton
Meitei
and
Leishangthem Cha Badal
Kumar
from
Thoubal
Ningombam, and Vivitto

Assam Rifles apprehend ZUF
insurgent in Churachandpur

Irengbam of Sagolband
Morirang Leirak.
Major General Alok
Naresh, Inspector General
Assam Rifles (South), interacted with the selected candidates at Yairipok today. Post
interaction, he felicitated the
students for their perseverance and success.
The successful students
were full of joy and expressed
their gratitude towards Assam
Rifles for their contribution in
helping them in fulfillment of
their dreams.

AR distributes welding
machines to the locals
of Nonei District

IT News
Imphal, Jan 31:

IT News
Imphal, Jan 31:

In a swift and bold action,
Assam Rifles troops from
Kangvai Battalion in South
Manipur apprehended one insurgent of proscribed group
ZUF from Churachandpur on
29 January.
Acting on specific intelligence inputs, the team of
Assam Rifles and Manipur Police apprehended the insurgent
near Keirup Bazaar in
Churachandpur. The insurgent
was indentified as Shen Kamei.
The apprehended individual was handed over to
Loktak Police Station for further investigation.

On 30 Jan 2021, troops of
Nonei Battalion of IGAR (South)
distributed Welding Machines
along with associated accessories to the differently-abeled persons of Nonei in Manipur.
The aim of providing Welding Machines was to enable
these underprivileged persons to
gain employment by establishing welding shops.
Prior to the handing over ceremony, the Nonei Battalion
organised a week long training
for the individuals on use of
these machines in carrying out
repair of vehicles to ensure efficient utilisation.

Career Guidance

Impact of Social Media on the youth

By: Vijay GarG
Social media refers to all applications and websites or
blogs that enable people around
the globe to interconnect via
the internet, chat, and share
content, video call among many
other functionalities it offers to
its users. For a person to be a
member of any social media, he
or she has to first signup and
then sign in to access content
and be able to share and chat
with other users of that social
media platform. Some of the
common and widely used social media platforms include
Facebook, Twitter, WhatsApp,
Snapchat many among others.
Over the past two decades,
social media have gained so
much growth and fame worldwide to an extent that many researchers are now interested in
learning more about these social platforms and their effects
on the community. Despite the
fact that almost everyone in the
community is connected to at
least one social media platform,
the youth and teenagers are
the leading and most fanatic of
these social platforms to the
point that they even social network while in class or even
church. It is to this light that
researchers have found that
these social sites impact the
lives of our youth in a society a
great deal in terms of morals,

behavior and even educationwise.
The use of social media has
both negative and positive impacts on our youths today. In
this paper, I aim to bring to light
the impacts of social media specifically to the youth of this
generation. These impacts are
both positive and negative.
The positive impacts of social media on the youth today
include making them up date on
the events happening around
the globe and also enables
them network and stay connected with their fellow youths
and friends without physical
meetings. It bridges the gap between friends since a person
say in Africa can network and
interact with his or her friend in
the United States. This in turn
helps in strengthening relationships say amongst classmates
in high school or college, who
after finishing school, moved
to different locations around
the world. Additionally, youths
can create pages and groups in
the social media platforms
based on their professions,
faith among other dimensions
of their lives and this leads to
more connections being built
and more opportunities being
opened for their respective disciplines. This can even lead to
more employment opportunities being created for the unemployed youths. From the
many interviews carried daily,
youths say that social media
platforms make their lives enjoyable, efficient and easier and
has also become their lifestyle.
Even though social media
sites seem to connect more
people and make them stay up
to date, it leads to isolation socially according to a BBC News
report. It reduces the number
of face-to-face interactions
amongst the youths because

they normally spend most of
their time on these online social
platforms. An evaluation from a
number of studies done by various scientists show that social
isolation can cause a number of
effects such as physical, emotional, mental and psychological issues in these youths. This
can in turn lead to depression,
anxiety and many other problems. It also leads to misspelling
of words and misuse of words
and tenses through the use of
short forms and abbreviations.
This has a high negative impact
more so on students because it
affects their language capabilities directly and this lead to poor
grades in languages.
Also, it exposes young
teens say below eighteen years
to online predators who get to
woo them into sexual acts such
as lesbianism and other general
sexual misconducts. It also exposes these teens to pornographic content being spread
in some the social groups
online. This in turn leads to
early pregnancies amongst
young girls causing them to
drop out of school. It also can
lead to contraction of sexually
transmitted diseases such as
HIV and this can lead to early
deaths of our young generation. The morals of these teens
is also tampered with as they
now get access to immoral literature and videos.
Spending long hours chatting in social media sites also
decreases
productivity
amongst the youths. This in
turn causes the youths not to
be self-dependent and instead
depend on their parents and
families for upkeep. The long
hours wasted online on social
media can be channeled to productive activities that can enable one earn a living or even
acquire an education for in-

stance through online tutorials
and make good use of online
research materials.
Social media also provides
a good platform where cyber
theft and bullying is done and
this increases the chances and
incidences of identity theft.
This has a number of risks to
the youths as their personal information can get stolen since
it is stored in some locations
they do not know about or
whose security is in not known
or is questionable.
Social platforms also encourage the spread of wrong
information and news majorly
aimed at tainting other peoples’
names or other groups of interest such as political or religious
groups. This in turn leads to
fights and enmity between the
concerned parties and this can
lead to divisions amongst tribes
or people from different
ethnicities and tribes.
It can also lead one to join
groups of cults and illuminati
people, which in turn can also
lead to frequent killings of
people in society especially
loved ones as a sacrifice to
these cults.
In conclusion, social networking has been proved to
have both positive and negative effects on our youths. Individuals should make a conclusion whether to go on using
the sites or stop or even moderate on their usage. Parents
should guide and advise their
children on current matters like
the usage of social media and
warn them of its negative impacts to them when misused or
overused. The education curriculum also should be revised
so that it can include social
media studies in its disciplines
so as to alert students that they
need to be careful in their social media usage.
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Kakching Battalion under
the aegis of IGAR(S) in a operation recovered illegal brown
sugar and betel nuts from a
Maruti Gypsy without registered number near Shaluk Village in Kakching District of
Manipur at 07:30PM on yesterday.

Acting on credible intelligence from reliable sources,
troops of Assam Rifles deliberately searched the plying
vehicles. The search led to
successful recovety of nine
packages of brown sugar concealed in soap cases. 700 kgs
of smuggled betelnuts and Rs
3 Lakh cash were also seized
in the operation.
The gypsy driver was ap-

prehended and later on identified as Seikhomang Haokip, a
resident of Sugnu.
The market value of the
seized narcotics and contraband was estimated to be over
Rs 35 Lakh.
The recovered narcotics
and contraband alongwith the
driver were handed over to the
Chakpikarong Police Station
for further investigation.

Assam Rifles foils attempt to smuggle
rare tortoise species in Chandel
IT News
Chandel, Jan 31:
Chandel Battalion under
the aegis of IGAR(S) foiled an
attempt to smuggle Radiated
Tortoise, a rare wildlife species, close to the Indo
Myanmar border in Chandel
district on 29 January.
Acting on specific intelli-

gence, regarding the smuggling of rare species of animal
from across the border to
Chandel, a team of Assam
Rifles troops intercepted a
two wheeler near Laiching village in Chandel District of
Manipur.
On checking, four live Radiated Tortoises were recovered from the smuggler which

were intended for further transportation to other parts of the
country.
The market value of the
tortoises was assessed to be
approximately Rs 9 Lakh.
The tortoises alongwith
the apprehended individual
were handed over to District
Forest Office for further investigation.

Assam Rifles apprehends insurgent
recruiter-extortionist in Mantripukhri
IT News
Imphal, Jan 31:
On yesterday, troops of
T houb al Batt alion under
aegis of IGAR(South) in a
successful joint operation
with Manipur Police apprehended one insurgent recr u it er cu m e xt or t io nis t
working on the behalf of
multiple proscribed outfits

f r om M a nt r ip u khr i i n
Imp ha l Wes t D is t r ic t of
Manipur.
Acting on specific intelligence about attempts being
made to recruit youth for the
ba nned out fits National
Revolutionary Fr ont of
Manipur (NRF-M) and KCP
in Imphal, a joint operation
wa s launc hed by Im phal
East Comm andos and

Thoubal Battalion of Assam
Rifles.
The joint operation culminated in successful apprehension of the insurgent recruiter
who was identified as
Phuritsabam Sonish Singh, a
resident of Uripok in Thoubal
District.
The insurgent was handed
over to the Thoubal Police Station for further investigation.

Assam Rifles provide essential
assistance at Namrei village in Ukhrul
IT News
Ukhrul, Jan 31:
Troops of Ukhrul Sector,
Assam Rifles under the aegis
of IGAR(South) provided assistance to Nungbi village in
Ukhrul district of Manipur on
30 January.

The event was aimed to
help the villagers on the occasion of Luirei Phanit, the
seed sowing festival and to
promote local arts and craft of
black pottery. During the
event, food items and chocolates were distributed to the
villagers.

The village Headman
alongwith Mr. Sasa, a national
awardee for the works in the
field of black pottery and the
residents of Nungbi village
expressed their gratitude towards Assam Rifles for the information and assistance provided.

Assam Rifles foils smuggling of
timber worth over rs 4 crore in Ukhrul
IT News
Imphal, Jan 31:
Shangs hak B at ta lion
Assam Rifles under the aegis of IGAR (S) launched an
operation on 29 January in
Ukhrul district and intercepted three trucks ferrying
smuggled timber.
Acting on credible intelligence, the team intercepted
three trucks at 3:30 AM on

30 J anuar y morning and
seized 1350 cubic feet of Pinewood and Ucham wood.
The timber was being illegally transported from Maku
village of Ukhrul district to
Imphal.
The market value of the
smuggled timber is assessed
to be Rs 4.32 Crore.
The three drivers of the
trucks were apprehended
and
id ent ifie d
as

Ningthoujam Ashok Kumar
Singh
res id ent
of
Liemakhong Mapal Mamang
Leikai, Md Riyajuddin resident of Khurai village and
Elangbam Somendro Singh
resident of Heirok Part-II,
Thoubal district.
The seized timber
alongwith drivers and vehicles were handed over to
Shangshak Police Station
for further investigation.
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Minister Rajen Warns For New Work
Order For Under Quality Works

Shaheed Diwas observed by
Assam Rifles

IT News
Imphal, Jan 30:
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Education Minister S.
Rajen Singh has said that new
work orders will be allotted in
place of the existing orders if
any ongoing work concerning
education department is
found under quality. Work orders will also be cancelled if
the construction works remains with no progress, he
added.
Minister was speaking to
media during an inspection
visit at colleges in Imphal
West. He said that construction and other works of education department should be
completed in time. In order to
create a favourable academic
atmosphere, completion of all
the required infrastructure being taken up, is necessary.
Concerned departmental
staffs including the engineering officials have also been
instructed to keep vigil on the
ongoing works of education
department.
Rajen maintained that show
cause notice will be served to
those contractors who fail to
accomplish their works within
the prescribed time frame. He
said that considering the future
of the students, contractors
should be pro active to their

On the death anniversary
of the Father of the Nation
homage was paid to Mahatma
Gandhi and to the freedom
fighters who laid down their
lives for the country’s independence, Assam Rifles battalion under the aegis of 22
sector Assam Rifles observed ShaheedDiwas on 30
Jan 2021. Remembering Mahatma Gandhi on this occasion who led the nation non

Teach For North-East successfully had its first-ever annual
retreat- Edu’treat 2021 in Ukhrul
Pilgrims Prayer Mountain from
25th to 30thJanuary. Edu’treat, a
portmanteau of two important
words- “Education” and “Retreat”, is a professional learning
retreat for educators featuring key
stakeholders and experts from the
industry where they can come together to discuss challenges on
school education in the northeast
region and realistic solutions can
be devised. The idea behind such
retreat is to reflect upon the present
work on education, learn from the
good practices on education by
other educators and create realtime solutions that can then be
integrated to bring a systemic
change.
“Edu’treat was born out of
our vision to create quality education which can only be brought
with collaborations and partnerships. This retreat was entirely
powered by collaboration and its
success depends on the commitment of the participants to create
a meaningful experience for themselves and fellow participants that
can help them become changemakers in the education ecosystem,” said Edu’treat organiser and
Co-founder of Teach For NorthEast(TFNE), MathanmiHungyo.
With the pandemic shutting
down schools all around the
world and going online, less privileged students in many parts of
the country and Northeast region
are struggling to stay the course.
In a country where the gaps in
access to education and the
Internet were already vast, the recent development because of the
lockdown is not only increasing
learning inequality among students but also pushing a large
number of children out of school
due to the digital divide.
Lockdowns enforced to stop the
spread of the virus have put 91%
of learners out of school globally

violently to attain Independence and inspired numerous other movements for
civil rights and freedom
around the world, the Commandant of Assam Rifles led
the public of Tamenglong to
pay floral tributes to the Mahatma and other Martyrs of
the nation. People from different walks of life paid their
homage at Jadonang Park at
Tamenglong.
The unit organised 10
kilometre Mini Marathon for
the public of Tamenglong to

spread the message of unity,
peace and non violence as
propagated by the Father of the
Nation. Emphasising on importance of running which can
significantly improve physical
and mental health, the participants were urged to take up
running for fitness. Prizes &
medals were given for first
three positions in both Boys
& Girls category. Master
Meingan&
Miss
KC
Kakhunguiliu stood first in
Boys & Girls category respectively.

Contd. from Page 1

works. He also assured to provide necessary infrastructures
of government colleges on priority basis.
He said that as an exercise
for smooth conduct of classes,
surprise visit to colleges will
continue for the remaining districts also. Strict compliance to
the SOPs issued by the education department is to be
maintained. Minister also appealed the teachers, guardians,
students and other civil
organisations to cooperate
with the new initiative of the
government on the reopening
of educational institutions in
the state.

During his visit at G.P.
Women’s College, Rajen
checked the attendance register of the teachers. He
warned that necessary action
will be taken against those
absentee staffs. He visited
class rooms and interacted
with the students of D.M.
College of Arts. Rajen also
inspected the ongoing work
of the construction of DMU,
Administrative Block.
Rajen appreciated the
school staffs, students, guardians, officials of the education
department for their willingness and cooperation during
the resumption of educational

institutions. Later he visited
ZEO Office, Imphal West,
Sinam Nodia Govt. Jr. High
School,
Thangmeiband,
LaijingNingthou Govt. Upper
Primary
School,
Thangmeiband. During his
visit at Thanmeiband, Rajen
was joined by MLA,
Thangmeiband Constituency,
Kh. Joykishan Singh.
Commissioner Hr & Tech.
Education, M. Harekrishna,
IAS. Registrar, Danamajuri
University, Dr. Nivedita
Lairenlakpam, officials of Education Engineering Wingand
others were also present during the visit.

Edu’treat 2021, first-ever educational retreat by
Teach For North-East successfully comes to an end
IT News
Imphal, Jan 31:
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and out of these, the poorest and
marginalized children are at highest risk of never returning to the
classroom with no real solutions
to resolve this issue.
Co-founder of Teach for
North-East, Rohit said, “Keeping in mind the current challenges we are facing, we are
bringing together educators
and those invested in education under one platform to discuss new pathways towards
new age education. Through
this Educational Retreat, TFNE
wishes to devise a collective
action plan for everyone who
is part of the education system.
This retreat was a platform that
would open up opportunities
for educators to collaborate,
learn, inspire and establish a
network for positive changes in
the education ecosystem.”
Also, on the agenda were different workshops and sessions
by experts from the education industry which allowed the participants to delve deeply into topics
of interests. The sessions were
divided into three broad themesSelf-reflection
and
Sharing, Listen and Learn,
and Act Together.
Some key sessions included:
· Covid-19 and the future of
education
· Experiencing and understanding education equity
· Inclusion, Mental Health
& Well-being
. How visual arts can be an
educational tool to propagate
stories of change
· Entrepreneurship as a life
skill
· Playful learning
· Ed-tech for last-mile communities
· Research & curriculum
design
· Place-based teaching &
sustainability
· Volunteering Dynamics
. Leadership Journey in the
Education system
. My Experience as a teacher
- Government Teacher

. Organisations working with
the last mile communities
. How to start a movement
and the problems we want to
solve
The participants of Edu’treat
were Teach For North East Fellows,
SunBird Fellows, educators and resource persons of various
organisations from different parts
of the country including TFIx,
Ummeed Child Development Center (Mumbai), Korou Foundation
(Library For All), SELCO
Foundation(Bangalore), Simple
Education Foundation(Delhi), The
Longdrum Network(Nagaland),
Project
N-Able,
STEP
Northeast(Manipur),
MitSna(Manipur), Tweak Leaning- Beyond Grades, SunBird
Trust, Unibrow
Studio,
ZingshoKatamnao Long - The
eastern Tangkhul Student Union.
Sharing his experience of the
retreat, Kevin Panicker, Communications & Development, TFIx
said, “Edu’treat 2021 was a truly
memorable experience. We
know that children/students
learn much better when they are
taught by educators who are
focused on improving their practice of teaching and learning, and
Edu’treat is one place where we
can all learn together while working on authentic issues around
teaching, learning, equity and
excellence.”
TedawnshimKhaling, cofounder of Unibrow Studio which
is also the media partner of
Edu’treat 2021 said, “While understanding and examining practices as educators, it is important
to examine the places that have
shaped us and the places that
have shaped our students. In this
context, place means the unique
geographical, political, social, and
cultural characteristics of a community or region.It is very important that education is
contextualised. Art and creativity is fundamental in giving quality education.” She further adds
that “Teach For Northeast has
thoughtfully integrated into

Edu’treat themes that are relevant in the diverse region of
Northeast India while also keeping in mind the issues faced by
the students in the remote conflict ridden areas of the region.”
Edu’treat is an open platform
for anyone who believes in making quality education accessible
to all the children. It is a space
where anyone can come to learn,
listen, share, contribute, and establish networks to ensure educational rights for all children.The
Edu’treat is part of the 2 years
teaching fellowship program towards building the capacities of
the teaching fellows, sports educators, local school teachers and
educators working in the region.
This is a platform where key
stakeholders influencing the
education system deliberate to
come up with real time solutions
on quality school education.
The 2 programs - ‘Teach For
North-East’ and ‘Sports For Development’ has been supported
by the generous grant by the
Anaha Trust through the Sattva
Consultancy. The whole region
is grateful to them for their support in building an educational
movement in the Northeast.
About Teach For NorthEast(TFNE)
Teach For North-East is an
initiative of Recognize Rise And
Empower Association, a NonProfit organization based in
Imphal, Manipur. The Teach For
North East Fellowship is an opportunity for all who believe that
every child deserves an education that helps them bring out their
truest self to serve the world better. The North-east region of India has been marred with years of
conflict and one of the results of
that is a failing education system.
The Teach For North East Fellowship is a call to all individuals who
are ready to immerse in a two-year
understanding of ground realities
in the North East, while they try
to bridge learning gaps and work
towards excellent student outcomes and transforming schools.

In Mann Ki Baat programme, PM says....
Modi bowed to those martyrs and remembered their courage with reverence. He thanked
Jai Ram Viplava for bringing to
the notice of the country an
incident about which not much
is discussed. He stressed on
the importance to preserve the
saga of freedom struggles so
that their memories can be kept
alive for generations to come.
He appealed to all countrymen,
especially the young people,
to write about freedom fighters, and incidents associated
with freedom. As India will celebrate 75 years of freedom, Mr
Modi said these writings will
be the best tribute to those
heroes of freedom. He also
said an initiative has been
taken for Young Writers for the
purpose of India Seventy-Five.
He invited people to be a part
of this initiative. Information
about this can be accessed from
the website of the Ministry of
Education.
Modi said he was happy to
read about how a local vegetable
market in Boinpalli of Hyderabad

is creating Wealth from Waste.
The vegetable market of
Boinpalli decided that it will not
throw away the leftover vegetables but generate electricity
from this. Nearly 10-tonnes of
waste is generated there every
day, which is collected in a plant.
In this plant 500-units of electricity is generated every day, and
about 30 Kilos of bio fuel is also
generated.
The Prime Minister said a
similar amazing feat has been
achieved by the Badaut village
Panchayat of Panchkula in
Haryana. This Panchayat faced
the problem of water drainage.
The village Panchayat started filtering the dirty water coming
from the village after collecting it
at a place, and this filtered water
is now being used for irrigation
by the farmers of the village.
Modi also cited an example
of how protection of environment
can open avenues of income as
seen in Tawang in Arunachal
Pradesh. For centuries, a type of
paper called ‘Mon Shugu’ has
been made in this hilly region of

Arunachal Pradesh. The locals
make this paper from the bark of
a plant named Shugu Sheng,
hence trees do not have to be
cut to make this paper. Besides,
no chemical is used in making
this paper, thus, this paper is safe
for the environment and for
health too. A local social worker
Gombu has made an effort to rejuvenate this art.
Modi also spoke about an
elderly Divyang, N.S Rajappan
from Kottayam, Kerala. Due to
paralysis, Rajappan is incapable
of walking, but this has not affected his commitment to cleanliness. For the past several years
he has been going by boat in
Vembanad lake and taking out the
plastic bottles thrown into the
lake.
The Prime Minister also
lauded the four women pilots
from India who took command
of a non-stop flight from San Francisco, America to Bangalore.
Travelling more than ten thousand kilometres, this flight ferried
more than two hundred and fifty
passengers to India.
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